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1. Introduction

Eddy covariance (EC) is a well established surface flux technique in carbon cycle re-4

search. Continuous flux observations are now routine across a global network of land-based5

sites [http://fluxnet.ornl.gov, Baldocchi et al., 2001], largely directed at determining net6

ecosystem exchange (NEE) over seasonal timescales. The terrestrial research community7

has a clear focus on flux bias issues which may integrate to large errors in NEE, and a8

general consensus exists concerning standardized methods and data analysis procedures9

[e.g. Lee et al., 2004].10

In contrast, the objectives of marine CO2 EC flux measurements are focused on short11

timescales of 15 minutes to 1 hour, where the the effects of physical forcing factors may12

be examined. The principal motivation for air-sea flux measurements is development and13

validation of bulk flux and empirical gas transfer models for prognostic analysis of the14

ocean’s role in energy budgets and biogeochemical cycles. The oceans are a net sink for15

carbon dioxide – roughly 2PgCyr−1 or one-third of the estimated annual anthropogenic16

production of CO2 [Takahashi et al., 2002; Sabine et al., 2004; Jacobson et al., 2007;17

Takahashi et al., 2009]. Global carbon cycle models are well developed, and in these18

models the air-sea CO2 transfer coefficient, kco2, is often simulated by polynomial functions19

of the mean 10-meter wind speed (u10). A variety of quadratic and cubic wind speed20

dependencies have been proposed [e.g. Wanninkhof , 1992; Nightingale et al., 2000; Ho21

et al., 2006; Sweeney et al., 2007; Wanninkhof and McGillis , 1999; McGillis et al., 2001a;22

Prytherch et al., 2010a; Edson et al., 2011]. In a study comparing the effects of quadratic23

and cubic representations, Takahashi et al. [2002] found a 70% enhancement in both24
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annual CO2 uptake and wind speed sensitivity for the cubic kco2 model. An uncertainty25

this large lends urgency to the task of identifying and quantifying the factors controlling26

air-sea gas exchange.27

Contrasting experimental approaches for air-sea gas transfer studies have been devel-28

oped: tracer studies utilizing ambient gases (Rn, 14CO2) or deliberately introduced tracers29

(He, SF6) which integrate flux over timescales of a week or more [e.g. Wanninkhof , 1992;30

Nightingale et al., 2000; Ho et al., 2006; Sweeney et al., 2007; Ho et al., 2011], and direct31

EC flux measurements of CO2 on hourly timescales [e.g. McGillis et al., 2001a, 2004;32

Kondo and Tsukamoto, 2007; Weiss et al., 2007; Prytherch et al., 2010a; Miller et al.,33

2009, 2010; Lauvset et al., 2011; Edson et al., 2011]. In general, EC measurements tend to34

support a cubic wind speed dependence for kco2 while results from tracer studies appear35

quadratic, although one long-term EC study at an inland-sea site with limited wind fetch36

also seems consistent with a quadratic model [Weiss et al., 2007]. Solubility differences37

are surely one source of variability in k among the various gases, but a full explana-38

tion of the discrepancies remains elusive. There are large uncertainties associated with39

both experimental approaches. Improving EC measurement precision is therefore a high40

priority.41

While the principles of EC flux measurements on land and sea are the same, marine42

studies present several unique problems. The oceanography community has yet to reach43

a consensus on methods to deal with all of these issues. Except in shallow coastal areas44

where fixed platforms are feasible, measurements must be made from a ship or moored45

buoy. Motion induced by waves and by changes in ship heading prevent a fixed coordinate46

frame of reference; high-rate wind measurements must therefore be corrected for platform47
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tilt, rotation, and velocity. Inevitable air-flow distortion caused by the ship’s superstruc-48

ture should be minimized and mean wind speeds corrected for its effects. Equipment must49

function in a hostile environment of salt spray and sooty emissions, where opportunities50

for cleaning and servicing in-situ sensors are often limited by hazardous conditions. Per-51

haps most important, air-sea CO2 fluxes are quite small, often less than 3mmol m−2 d−1
52

(1.5× 10−3mg CO2 m2 s−1), yielding a concentration variance of at most few tenths of a53

ppm on a background concentration of ∼390 ppm. A small flux over the vast expanse of54

the ocean is nevertheless significant to the global carbon cycle. This places a premium on55

adequate signal-to-noise performance and freedom from interferences.56

Marine CO2 flux measurements have been done for at least 15 years. Several studies57

reporting ship-based EC measurements of CO2 flux are listed in Table 1. Flux measure-58

ments with closed-path infrared gas analyzers (CP-IRGA) on early cruises (e.g. GasEx-9859

and -01) were largely successful, despite numerous measurement challenges. There are well60

known issues related to EC sampling uncertainty, flow distortion, spectral attenuation,61

and density effects (i.e. the Webb, Pearman, Leuning or WPL theory: Lee and Massman62

[2011]; Webb et al. [1980]), many of which can be corrected during data processing or63

minimized by appropriate experimental design. However, the early trials revealed an ad-64

ditional interference related to platform motion. Water vapor cross-sensitivity, inherent to65

the broadband IR method, contributes further uncertainty [Fairall et al., 2000; McGillis66

et al., 2001a]. In general, the detection limit was insufficient to observe fluxes over much of67

the ocean surface, limiting gas exchange studies to areas where air-sea CO2 disequilibruim68

is large (|∆pCO2| > 80 ppm).69
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Subsequent studies tended to prefer the open-path gas analyzer configuration (OP-70

IRGA) due to inherent advantages in frequency response, power consumption and wind71

measurement synchronization. To-date, the popular choice has been a commercial instru-72

ment commonly used in terrestrial flux studies, the LI7500 (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln,73

Nebraska, USA). Unfortunately, experience has shown the effects of optical contamination74

and water vapor cross-sensitivity are severe with this design and complex corrections are75

required [Kohsiek , 2000; Prytherch et al., 2010b; Edson et al., 2011]. Much of the dis-76

crepancy between observed and expected flux reported by Kondo and Tsukamoto [2007]77

may stem from this interference. As a result, flux measurement accuracy and precision78

has not improved. A case can be made that early CP-IRGA measurements were superior,79

although Prytherch et al. [2010b] and Edson et al. [2011] demonstrate some success in80

correcting the OP-IRGA water cross-sensitivity in post-processing. Corrections, however,81

are an order of magnitude larger than the flux.82

Miller et al. [2010] have used an OP-IRGA in a modified closed-path configuration with83

promising results. A smaller, weather-proof version of the CP-IRGA with a very short84

sample inlet tube is now available (LI-COR model LI7200), as are fast, high-sensitivity85

closed-path trace gas analyzers based on cavity-enhanced IR absorption and cavity ring-86

down spectrometry. Clearly, technology is advancing and new instruments are gaining87

wide acceptance in the carbon cycle research community. Their eventual use on ship88

platforms is inevitable.89

It is appropriate at this time to summarize what has been learned over the last decade90

of ship-based CO2 flux studies, examine the latest technical innovations, and begin the91

discussion toward a set of recommended experimental and data analysis procedures for92
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EC flux measurements at sea. Our objectives in this paper are to: 1) present a summary93

review of the instrumental methods available, including principle interferences and ad-94

vantages of each; 2) examine the relative performance of new analyzers with respect to95

the established methods, and; 3) discuss the most significant errors resulting from instru-96

mental and meteorological causes and show how they may be eliminated, minimized or at97

least identified and removed from the data set. Flux data from two recent field programs98

will be used as a basis for critical evaluation of new methods. We conclude with a set of99

recommendations which seem to offer the best flux measurement precision under typical100

conditions for ship-based deployments.101

2. Overview of Instrumental Methods

In this section we focus on a brief description of CO2/H2O analyzers suitable for flux102

measurements at sea, including their inherent advantages and disadvantages. Specific103

approaches to overcome interferences will be discussed in Section 6. All EC flux measure-104

ments require a fast, 3-axis wind measurement and sonic anemometers are the established105

standard. Several models are commercially available and most have performed well on106

ships. We will not consider the wind measurement system in this report except to review107

motion correction issues in Section 6.108

2.1. Broadband IR Absorption Gas Analyzers

Closed-path IRGA instruments were the first to be developed and deployed for EC109

flux measurements [e.g. Jones et al., 1978] and commercial versions have been available110

for many years (e.g. LI-COR models LI6262, LI7000 and more recently the LI7200).111

All of these measure H2O simultaneously with CO2. A broadband light source is used112
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with a chopper–filter wheel to sequentially measure infrared absorption at narrow bands113

corresponding to CO2, H2O and low-absorbance background regions of the spectrum.114

Compensation for zero-drift and cross-sensitivity (memory effects) in the IR detector are115

necessary, and a band-broadening correction is computed for CO2 based on the measured116

H2O mole fraction (see LI7500 CO2/H2O Analyzer Instruction Manual, Section 2 and117

LI-COR Application Note 129). Newer versions of the CP-IRGA measure optical cell118

temperature and pressure, enabling a real-time computation of molar mixing ratio from119

the measured molar density concentration.120

Except for the LI7200, CP-IRGA are bench-scale laboratory instruments and must be121

located in a protected environment. The obvious disadvantages are frequency attenua-122

tion in sample line tubing (low pass filtering) and a time lag between the wind and gas123

concentration measurements. In principle, both of these problems can be addressed by124

appropriate experimental design. For example, maintaining a high flow rate in the sam-125

ple line greatly reduces signal attenuation [Lenschow and Raupach, 1991] and correction126

procedures for spectral attenuation have been developed and tested [e.g. Moore, 1986;127

Massman and Lee, 2002; Lee et al., 2004; Ammann et al., 2006]. Signal lag may be mea-128

sured precisely with a timed pulse of nitrogen or zero air at the sample inlet (e.g. one 3129

second pulse per hour), inducing a spike in the CP-IRGA response which is matched to130

the digital trigger pulse recorded on the wind data system [as in Bariteau et al., 2010].131

An open-path IRGA employs the same operational principles in a miniaturized, weather-132

proof form suited to installation on sampling towers for in-situ measurements. Several133

early designs were developed [Ohtaki and Matsui , 1982; Kohsiek , 1991; Auble and Meyers ,134

1992] but the LI-COR LI7500 is the OP-IRGA in widespread use at this time. The135
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open-path design achieves superior frequency response and close synchronization with136

sonic wind measurements. The sensor body presents a wind obstruction and must be137

located an appropriate distance from the anemometer (∼1m). At the height where ship138

measurements are typically made, 15m to 20m above the surface, this degree of sensor139

separation should not result in significant loss of correlation. Lacking a sample pump,140

power consumption is very low, which is an advantage in situations with limited power141

(i.e. buoys or near-shore towers). However, with an open-path optical cell it is not possible142

to measure temperature and pressure in the sample volume with sufficient speed and143

accuracy for a high-precision computation of molar mixing ratio. Open-path IRGA CO2144

concentrations are typically computed as molar or mass density with appropriate WPL145

corrections applied as necessary.146

Motion-related interference is a problem for all IRGA analyzers at sea. The root causes147

of motion sensitivity are unclear. Interference with the chopper wheel [McGillis et al.,148

2001a] and flexing of the source filament [Miller et al., 2010] have both been proposed.149

Miller et al. [2010] also identify a hydrostatic pressure perturbation related to vertical150

heave. Any of these may correlate with residual motion contamination in the vertical151

wind measurement, leading to error in the computed flux.152

Water vapor interference is perhaps the most significant problem. In theory, the LI-153

COR algorithm accounts for band-broadening and cross-sensitivity. The correction is154

not perfect, however, and for a situation of minuscule CO2 flux in the presence of a155

large H2O flux, imprecision inevitably leads to bias in the computed CO2 concentration.156

For the open-path instrument, water vapor effects are exacerbated by the accumulation157

of salt, sea spray and grime on the optics. Additional signal variance from any of these158
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interferences may exceed variance from the true CO2 surface flux. Because the interference159

may correlate with water vapor flux (and vertical wind), the resulting CO2 cospectrum160

is often dominated by water vapor crosstalk, leading to as much as a factor of ten error161

in the computed CO2 flux. Corrections for this interference are possible [Prytherch et al.,162

2010b; Edson et al., 2011], but measurement precision is inevitably degraded.163

2.2. Cavity-Enhanced IR Absorption and Cavity Ring-Down Spectrometers

Over the past two decades, advances in continuous-wave tunable diode laser (CW-TDL)164

technology have led to the development of several promising methods suitable for trace165

gas flux studies at ppm and ppb levels. At a reduced pressure (∼ 18 kPa), small gas166

molecules such as CO2, H2O, N2O and CH4 exhibit complex IR and near-IR spectra with167

a host of unique, narrow absorption lines (∆νfwhm ∼ 0.05 cm−1). The height or area of a168

peak in the absorption spectrum is proportional to the absorbing molecule’s molar density169

through Beer’s Law, which may be further adjusted to a dry gas basis if H2O is measured170

simultaneously. Because cavity temperature and pressure are carefully controlled, molar171

mixing ratios are easily computed. Furthermore, because absorption lines are unique not172

only to a chemical species but to a particular isotopomer of each species, these methods173

may be applied to isotopic flux studies [Griffis et al., 2008]. Sensitivity is achieved by174

selecting a strong absorption line and employing a very long path (tens of km) “cavity-175

enhanced” optical cell. Frequency response is ≥2Hz, limited primarily by flow rate and176

cavity volume. Two variants of the method are commercially available at this time.177

Cavity ring-down spectrometers (CRDS) were first developed more than 20 years ago178

[O’Keefe and Deacon, 1988]. Following a pulse of light into an evacuated optical cavity,179

detector response is seen to decay with a time constant dependent on mirror reflectivity.180
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Higher reflectivity leads to longer characteristic decay time and path length. 99.999%181

reflectance and 10 km to 20 km path lengths are typical. The incremental reduction in182

decay time when absorbing molecules are introduced is proportional to absorbance. Decay183

time measurements at a series of discrete wavelengths across an absorption line (7-9 points)184

define the absorption peak, and a Voigt function fit to these points determines peak height,185

which is proportional to gas concentration. Because line shape is a function of temperature186

and pressure in the optical cell, these conditions must be controlled to very high tolerances187

– pressure to one part in a thousand and temperature to ±0.02 ◦C. TDL wavelength is188

controlled to a precision of about one-thousandth of the line width. The optical cell must189

be manufactured to exceedingly close tolerances and is quite sensitive to contamination,190

requiring a particle pre-filter. TDL bandwidth is limited to a few wavenumbers at most, so191

the laser source is manufactured to suit each specific application and multi-gas analyzers192

often require multiple lasers. CRDS analyzers for a variety of trace gases and analytical193

applications are commercially available (Picarro Inc., Santa Clara, California, USA).194

A similar method based on direct absorbance has been recently developed [O’Keefe195

et al., 1999; Baer et al., 2002]. Off-axis integrated cavity output spectroscopy (OA-ICOS)196

employs a cavity-enhanced optical cell of similarly long effective path length. The TDL197

source scans continuously across the absorbance lines to record the spectrum. Tolerances198

for cell construction, temperature/pressure control, and source wavelength tuning control199

are somewhat relaxed in this method. Wavelengths in the near-IR, not generally useable200

with CRDS, are feasible with OA-ICOS. Concentrations are computed by fitting a Voigt201

line shape function to the spectral peaks. Because the laser is tuned across the entire202

absorbance peak, more information is available for the fit and overlapping lines may be203
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resolved with a multi-component fit. Absorbances are easily calibrated to yield mole204

fraction on a moist and dry basis. As with CRDS, OA-ICOS analyzers for a variety of205

gases are available (Los Gatos Research, Mountain View, California, USA).206

With cavity-enhanced methods, pressure broadening of the absorption line leads to207

cross-sensitivity with other components in the gas mixture. Water vapor is once again208

the principal offender. A correction for line broadening is therefore necessary, and most209

analyzers include a water measurement in addition to the specific gases of interest. Be-210

cause these are bench-scale instruments requiring sample inlet tubes, the usual caveats211

with respect to time lag and spectral attenuation also apply.212

3. Experimental

CO2 flux measurements were included on two recent field programs as part of an ongoing213

effort to develop and evaluate new methods. Full results for these cruises are not yet214

available but an analysis of flux measurements is complete. In this section we present a215

brief overview of the experimental conditions and cruise details relevant to the flux tests.216

3.1. DYNAMO

Project CINDY2011/DYNAMO (Cooperative Indian Ocean Experiment on Intersea-217

sonal Variability in Year 2011 / Dynamics of the Madden-Julian Oscillation) was a multi-218

national, multi-platform investigation of ocean-atmosphere interaction in the Equatorial219

Indian Ocean. As one of three platforms providing DYNAMO surface observations, the220

ship R/V Roger Revelle occupied a station near 0◦N, 80◦E for the period August 2011 to221

February 2012, with periodic transits to Phuket, Thailand for resupply (see Figure 1). In222

this report we focus on Leg 3, from 07-Nov to 08-Dec-2011.223
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The NOAA/ESRL portable flux system [Fairall et al., 1997, 2003] on the R/V Revelle224

recorded 10Hz wind and motion measurements, bulk meteorological variables and sea225

surface temperature (SST). Three CO2 IRGA analyzers were installed in the following226

configurations: two LI7500 OP-IRGAs and one LI7200 CP-IRGA (University of Con-227

necticut), mounted near the wind and motion sensors on the ship’s forward mast; and228

one LI7200 (NOAA/ESRL) installed in a shipping container lab on the deck, drawing air229

from a teflon sampling tube extending up to the location of the mast flux sensors (30m,230

0.95 cm ID). Because the LI7200 differential pressure sensor has limited range, pressure231

drop considerations restricted inlet line flow to <40Lmin−1 STP for the lab analyzer.232

Optics for the LI7500 OP-IRGA were rinsed daily with distilled water to limit the effects233

of surface contamination.234

A 200-tube Nafion air dryer (PD-200T-24-SS, Perma Pure LLC, Toms River, New235

Jersey, USA) was used with the lab analyzer to reduce sample air dew point to <−10 ◦C;236

water vapor band-broadening and dilution corrections for the lab LI7200 analyzer were237

therefore insignificant. The mast mounted LI7200 flow rate was 17Lmin−1 through a 1m238

by 0.95 cm ID inlet tube; the lab-mounted LI7200 analyzer subsampled the high-flow inlet239

at ∼4Lmin−1 STP and a pressure of ∼940mb. Both LI7200 analyzers record high-rate240

cell temperature and pressure for automated computation of dry CO2 mole fraction.241

A small equilibrator system and LI-COR 840 CO2/H2O analyzer from Lamont-Doherty242

Earth Observatory was used to measure air-sea ∆pCO2 from the ship’s clean seawater243

supply. Measurements alternated between the atmospheric and equilibrator gas samples.244

A Nafion air dryer was used on the LI840 sample stream (0.8Lmin−1) to obtain dry-air245

concentrations.246
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Fluxes from the three IRGA analyzers were computed from the standard “dry” mole247

fraction output of the LI7200 and the raw molar density output of the LI7500, with248

the latter corrected for dilution and WPL density perturbations using a combination of249

fast and slow temperature and humidity measurements and for vertical heave hydrostatic250

effects as in Edson et al. [2011] (see Section 6.1). Cospectra were computed from linearly251

detrended, motion corrected vertical wind velocity and fast CO2 fluctuations in 10-minute252

segments. Filtering criteria for relative wind direction, ship maneuver parameters and253

reasonable limits on other variables such as motion correction variances were applied to254

remove questionable measurement conditions: specifically, relative wind within 90◦ of the255

bow, σ(heading) less than 5◦ and σ(ship velocity) less than 1m s−1. In addition, limits256

on ∂CO2/∂t, u
′co′2 and v′co′2 were used to select for steady-state CO2 conditions (see257

discussion in Section 6.7).258

3.2. TORERO

Project TORERO (Tropical Ocean Troposphere Exchange of Reactive Halogen Species259

and Oxygenated VOC) was a multi-platform field program focussing on the distribution,260

reactivity and abundance of oxygenated organics and halogen radicals over the Eastern261

Pacific, from Costa Rica south to Chile. Surface observations on the NOAA ship R/V262

Ka’imimoana were performed from 10◦N to 10◦S along the 110◦W and 95◦W TAO buoy263

lines. The cruise covered the period 25-Jan-2012 to 27-Feb-2012, including transit from264

Honolulu, Hawaii at the start and to Costa Rica at the conclusion (see Figure 1).265

A flux instrument package of wind and motion measurements equivalent to the DY-266

NAMO system was installed on the R/V Ka’imimoana. Sensors were mounted at the267

top of a 10-meter meteorological tower on the ship’s bow. Data acquisition hardware268
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and a CRDS fast CO2 analyzer (Picarro model G1301) were located in the ship’s instru-269

mentation lab, ∼40m aft of the bow tower. Compared to DYNAMO, gas sample inlet270

tubing was longer with more than double the flow: ∼60m, 0.95 cm ID, and 80Lmin−1
271

STP. Air pressure was ∼700mb at the analyzer inlet. Flow into the analyzer was con-272

trolled at ∼5 Lmin−1 STP and, as in DYNAMO, an identical Nafion air dryer removed273

water vapor from the CO2 sample stream. The CRDS analyzer differs in one respect274

from a standard G1301 design with dual H2O and CO2 measurements; this spectrometer275

is configured to omit H2O, devoting all measurement cycles to CO2, yielding somewhat276

improved signal-to-noise performance (typically σco2 < 0.10 ppm at 10Hz).277

Wind measurements (10Hz) were corrected for motion interference using the Edson278

et al. [1998] method, with additional procedures as discussed in Section 6.5. Flux results279

were processed in 30-minute data segments with 10-minute overlap (i.e. four 30-minute280

segments per hour). The linear trend was subtracted from each data segment and a281

Hamming window applied to limit leakage of low frequency drift. Flux results were filtered282

with basic wind criteria: relative wind direction within 60◦ of the bow and standard283

deviation in relative wind direction <10◦ per 30-minute segment. Additional stationarity284

criteria and corrections for CRDS motion interference are discussed in sections 6.7 and285

6.3 respectively.286

4. Results: Flux Observations

4.1. DYNAMO

During DYNAMO, wind conditions were light and variable, punctuated by periodic287

wind events when the active phase of the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) was observed,288

starting on 24-Nov (Figure 2, upper panel). The atmospheric CO2 concentration remained289
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constant at ∼395 ppm with slight increases on 11-Nov and 23-Nov (Figure 2, lower panel).290

Leg 3 ∆pCO2 was 20 ppm to 30ppm, indicative of a weak source region for CO2 (Figure291

2, middle panel).292

Because ∆pCO2 for Leg 3 was positive and small, conditions were near the flux detection293

limit of the IRGA instruments, especially when winds were light. Throughout Leg 3 we294

expect a small, positive CO2 flux. Figure 3 shows flux observed by the lab LI7200 is near295

zero or slightly positive, which confirms these expectations. This analyzer shows a clear296

increase in CO2 flux during strong winds on Nov 23-24 and Nov 28-29. In contrast, results297

from the mast LI7200 in the upper panel of Figure 3 show a much larger positive CO2 flux,298

highly correlated to the water vapor flux (w′q′, blue trace). The mast LI7500 sees a large299

negative CO2 flux, anti-correlated to w′q′. Mast measurements in Figure 3 incorporate300

WPL and dilution adjustments, and all IRGA CO2 measurements include an internal LI-301

COR correction for water vapor crosstalk. Clearly, additional water vapor corrections are302

necessary for mast-mounted analyzers. Fluxes corrected with a cross-correlation procedure303

are shown in Figure 3 lower panel and discussed in Section 6.2.304

A correlation between CO2 mole fraction and air conditioner cycling was noted for the305

lab-mounted LI7200. Although this analyzer is temperature compensated, we observe a306

clear residual sensitivity to ambient temperature fluctuations. Both analyzer and sample307

line were insulated to damp this artifact. The AC cycling frequency was sufficiently low308

that concentration drift related to room temperature variability should not contribute to309

flux over 10-minute integration times.310
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4.2. TORERO

The TORERO cruise track transited a weak CO2 sink region SE of Hawaii, eventually311

crossing a sharp boundary near the equator into the East Pacific cold-tongue upwelling,312

a persistent feature in pCO2 climatology characterized by ∆pCO2> 100 ppm [Takahashi313

et al., 2009] (see Figure 1). Wind speeds were in excess of 10m s−1 during the transit from314

Hawaii, but slackened considerably near the equator and into the cold-tongue region.315

CO2 flux, wind speed and sea surface temperature are summarized in Figure 4. Seawater316

CO2 measurements are not available for this cruise, but on the basis of January-February317

∆pCO2 climatology in Figure 1 we expect the initial portion of the transit from Hawaii318

to be a weak sink region, with ∆pCO2 ∼ −20 ppm to −30 ppm. The cold tongue region319

south of the equator should be a strong CO2 source. Flux observations in Figure 4 confirm320

these expectations. The flux detection limit of the CRDS system is more than sufficient321

to reveal a negative flux across the weak sink region early in the cruise.322

Estimating air-sea disequilibrium from the observed CO2 flux is an interesting exer-323

cise which serves as a sanity check on the quality of flux measurements. In Figure 5,324

∆pCO2 computed from the CRDS flux data and bulk flux model estimates of the transfer325

coefficient [kco2 from COAREG 3.0, Fairall et al., 2011] compares favorably with January-326

February mean ∆pCO2 from equatorial cruise data in the region from 95◦W to 110◦W327

[gridded SOCAT database: http://www.socat.info, Sabine et al., 2012]. Trends in es-328

timated TORERO ∆pCO2 closely track the multi-year mean latitude gradient for this329

region.330

5. Results: CO
2
Analyzer Performance
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5.1. Noise Characteristics

Variance spectra for the CO2 analyzers are presented in Figure 6. CRDS background331

noise is “pink” with a characteristic slope of∼ −1/2. There is some indication of turbulent332

variance following a −5/3 power law at low frequencies in the mean TORERO spectrum333

which may be due to turbulent diffusion of horizontal atmospheric concentration gradients,334

but signal variance is largely dominated by sensor noise. CRDS noise (1σ) over the flux335

bandpass of 0.001Hz to 5Hz is 0.07ppm.336

Background noise in the IRGA analyzers may also be “pink” based on the lab test337

spectrum for the LI7200 at constant CO2 concentration, which is comparable to the CRDS338

result. However, LI7200 spectra have an unexplained hump at 0.3Hz to 0.6Hz which is339

unrelated to water or motion interference and may arise from internal processing of the raw340

absorbances. This feature is not apparent in cospectra and therefore may not propagate341

into the flux measurement. A considerable fraction of IRGA CO2 signal variance in moist342

air is due to water vapor crosstalk, illustrated by spectra of cross-correlation corrected343

CO2 data (Figure 6, dashed lines).344

5.2. Flux Detection Limit

To investigate the flux detection limit, we examine theoretical flux error as a function345

of air-sea disequilibrium (∆pCO2) and wind speed (u). Flux error may be specified as346

a function of variance in both vertical wind (w) and scalar (CO2) measurements, where347

CO2 variance is composed of an atmospheric vertical turbulent flux component (σ2
co2 a

)348

and an “other noise variance” component (σ2
co2 n, arising from analyzer noise, water vapor349

crosstalk and other interferences), and where T is sampling time in seconds [after Fairall350
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et al., 2000].351

δFco2 =
2 σw√
T

[

σ2
co2 a

τw co2 + σ2
co2 n

τco2 n

]1/2

(1)352

The two terms in (1) are assumed to be independent, with characteristic integral time353

scales (τ). From the scatter in flux measurements under conditions where ∆pCO2 is very354

low, and therefore σ2
co2 a

is approximately zero, we can solve (1) for an empirical estimate355

of the “other noise” term.356

ǫn ≡ σ2
co2 n

τco2 n ≈
[

δF 2
co2,0 T

4 σ2
w

]

σ2
co2 a

≈ 0

(2)357

Quantities σw, σ
2
co2 a and τw co2 in (1) are stability dependent. Monin-Obhukov similarity358

scaling may be used to express the stability dependence of variances through the following359

relationships, where L is the Obukhov length in meters and u∗ is the friction velocity. In360

addition, an empirical relationship (5) may be used to specify the integral time scale,361

where b = 2.8 is a constant, and the functions fw, fco2 and fτ are similarity relationships362

specifying stability dependence (unity for neutral conditions) [see Blomquist et al., 2010].363

σw = 1.25 u∗fw(z/L) (3)364

365

σco2 a =
3Fco2

u∗
fc(z/L) (4)366

367

τw co2 = b
z

ur
fτ (z/L) (5)368

369

fw(z/L) = (1 + 3 |z/L|)1/3 z/L < 0 (6a)370

fw(z/L) = 1 + 0.2 z/L z/L > 0 (6b)371
372
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373

fco2(z/L) = (1 + 20 |z/L|)−1/3 z/L < 0 (7a)374

fco2(z/L) = 1 + 1.0 (z/L)1/2 z/L > 0 (7b)375
376

377

fτ (z/L) = [min(5, max(0.5, (1 + 0.6z/L))]−1 (8)378

Substitution of (3–8) into (1) yields an expression for flux error as a function of u and u∗,379

which can be further extended to the detection limit criterion, ∆pCO2(u), by assuming an380

arbitrary error condition (e.g. δF/F = 1, or 100% error), integration time (3600 seconds)381

and substitution of the standard bulk flux formulation, Fco2(u) = αk(u)∆pCO2.382

∆pCO2 =
2.50 u∗ fw

α k
√
3600

[(

3Fco2 fco2
u∗

)2
2.8 z fτ
ur

+ ǫn

]1/2

(9)383

Here, ur is mean relative wind speed (equivalent to u if the ship is not moving), α384

is dimensionless CO2 solubility and k is the gas transfer coefficient. For this exercise,385

k, u∗, α and L were computed from the COAREG 3.0 bulk flux model [Fairall et al.,386

2011, and references therein] with air temperature = 19 ◦C, SST = 20 ◦C, wind speeds387

from 1–16m s−1 and default values for other inputs. For the various analyzers, empirical388

values for the “other noise” term in (2) were determined for periods of near-zero CO2389

flux, yielding the following values (all as ppm2 s): ǫn,CRDS = 0.00057, ǫn,7500 = 0.04574,390

ǫn,7200(dry,lab) = 0.00867 and ǫn,7200(mast) = 0.02043. These values assume the best possible391

correction for water vapor interference in the mast-mounted sensors (see Section 6.2). We392

assume that ǫ is a constant, but for analyzers with significant water vapor crosstalk the393

fraction of noise from that source may in fact have a wind speed dependence. Note that394

in (9), Fco2 is dependent on ∆pCO2 and u, so an iterative solution is necessary.395
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The detection limit criterion ∆pCO2(u) computed from (9) for each analyzer is shown396

in Figure 7. The curves represent a theoretical lower limit on ∆pCO2 for 100% error397

under slightly unstable, stationary conditions. ∆pCO2(u) for error conditions other than398

δF/F = 1 scales inversely; for an error of δF/F = 0.25, the ∆pCO2 criterion will be four399

times greater than indicated in Figure 7. We also note that, other things being equal, as400

SST decreases so does ambient ∆pCO2 and therefore flux error will increase. From Figure401

7 it is clear the analyzers with a dryer perform considerably better than those without.402

This is also generally apparent in the scatter of flux measurements from Figures 3 and 4.403

The estimated detection limit for the dry-air CRDS measurement represents a factor of404

10 improvement over the earliest measurements with CP-IRGAs.405

Figure 8 illustrates the CRDS detection limit as a function of the stability parameter406

z/L. In this case, k, L and u∗ are obtained from COAREG model runs at two wind407

speeds (u = 3 and 8m s−1) under conditions where all bulk variables other than air408

temperature are held constant (Tair = 8–16◦C, SST = 12 ◦C, RH = 80% and all other409

variables at default values). At a moderate wind speed of 8m s−1, the computed ∆pCO2410

criterion remains acceptable and the stability parameter has a narrow range about zero,411

even for large air-sea temperature gradients of ±4 ◦C. In light winds, however, z/L varies412

over a much wider range and flux measurements quickly become untenable under stable413

conditions when z/L > 0.5, or in this case when air temperature exceeds SST by ∼0.5 ◦C.414

6. Results: Interferences and Corrections

Instrumental limitations, interferences, experimental constraints and meteorological415

conditions may all contribute to bias error in EC flux estimates. It is almost always416

necessary to apply corrections to computed cospectra or covariances to minimize these417
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errors, usually at the expense of a (hopefully small) increase in random error. In this sec-418

tion we discuss the most significant sources of bias error and examine methods to avoid419

or correct for their effects.420

6.1. Density Perturbations

Corrections to molar density fluxes for perturbations caused by heat and pressure fluxes421

are a well known issue with EC measurements [see review of WPL theory by Lee and Mass-422

man, 2011]. For measurements on ships, Miller et al. [2010] have identified an additional423

pressure/density perturbation resulting from vertical heave. Other dynamic pressure ef-424

fects are usually minor but may be important at higher wind speeds [Zhang et al., 2011].425

The sum of these interferences, if uncorrected, can lead to measurement bias greater than426

the actual ocean-atmosphere CO2 flux. The OP-IRGA measurement is most affected by427

density fluctuations, requiring an accurate simultaneous determination of pressure fluc-428

tuations and sensible and latent heat fluxes. For the CP-IRGA, thermalization in a long429

sample line eliminates the need for a sensible heat flux correction. Dynamic pressure ef-430

fects are probably also less significant, but a fast pressure measurement may nevertheless431

be required for heave-related corrections unless analyzer cell pressure is controlled to a432

constant value.433

The fundamental assumption of WPL theory is a zero surface flux of dry air [Webb434

et al., 1980]. The dry-air molar mixing ratio of a trace gas is a scalar quantity con-435

served in vertical motions and is therefore the preferred representation of concentration436

in conservation equations [Kowalski and Argueso, 2011]. It is a considerable advantage if437

the analyzer computes dry-air mixing ratio in real time from simultaneous measurements438

of CO2, T, P and H2O, eliminating the need for WPL corrections [Nakai et al., 2011].439
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However, the accuracy of computed dry mole fraction is limited by calibration error and440

background noise in the T, P and H2O measurements. Other things being equal, we expect441

the cavity-enhanced closed-path analyzers, which control the optical cell to constant T442

and P, will yield better signal-to-noise than an analyzer which relies on fast measurements443

of T and P for a real-time mole fraction calculation. Where possible, drying the air to a444

low, constant humidity should also be preferable to a computed water correction, so long445

as frequency attenuation effects of the drier are not severe. WPL corrections were applied446

to the DYNAMO LI7500 flux measurements, and the mean magnitude of the correction447

was 35%. For the mast-mounted LI7200 we rely on the real-time computation of mole448

fraction from measured T and P, so WPL corrections are unnecessary.449

6.2. Water Vapor Cross-Sensitivity

In addition to density effects, water vapor presents a direct interference to the CO2450

measurement in IRGA and cavity-enhanced instruments. The effect is illustrated by lab451

test results shown in Figure 9. The LI7200 and Picarro CRDS analyzers drew air from a452

common gas sample manifold. Dry air from a compressed gas cylinder had a CO2 concen-453

tration of 423 ppm and negligible water vapor. Upon humidification to a specific humidity454

of ∼11 g kg−1, the observed CRDS CO2 concentration drops by more than 10 ppm as a455

result of line-broadening and dilution effects. The LI7200 mixing ratio (band broadening456

corrected in the analyzer, but not dilution corrected) dropped by 6.5 ppm. Application457

of the manufacturer’s water vapor correction to the observed CRDS signal [Rella, 2010]458

yields a corrected mixing ratio very close to the original dry-air value, with a slight over-459

correction bias of 0.1 ppm to 0.2 ppm. The LI7200 ”dry” output (dashed green trace)460

yields an overcorrection bias of 1.1 ppm (0.24%) which could arise from errors in the461
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LI-COR band-broadening correction and/or error in the LI7200 H2O calibration. Hu-462

midity was independently verified with a Vaisala HMP-35 T/RH sensor, so error in the463

band-broadening/cross sensitivity correction may explain most of the LI7200 bias.464

The true CO2 mixing ratio may be represented as the measured value minus a factor465

proportional to the specific humidity, q, where µ is the proportionality or cross-correlation466

coefficient at zero frequency.467

c = cm − µq (10)468

Assuming the 1.1 ppm overcorrection for the in Figure 9 represents the water vapor469

crosstalk component in the CO2 measurement, the LI7200 cross-correlation coefficient470

at constant c and q is µ0 = 1.1/11 = 0.10ppm kg g−1. Toward the end of DYNAMO Leg471

3 the Nafion dryer was removed from the lab LI7200 for a direct comparison with the mast472

sensors (highlighted by the circled segment in Figure 2). Minus the dryer, LI7200 “dry”473

CO2 mole fraction increases by ∼1.7 ppm. The change in q upon removing the dryer is474

about 17 g kg−1, yielding a second estimate for µ0 = 0.10, which is identical to the value475

observed in lab tests.476

Equation (10) may be recast in flux terms [Edson et al., 2011, equation A1].477

w′c′ = w′c′m − µw′q′ (11)478

From 11 we therefore expect an error the in observed CO2 flux equal to 10% of w′q′ if479

µ0 = µ. Mean DYNAMO latent heat flux of 100Wm−2 s at 29 ◦C and 1015mb equates to480

w′q′ ≈ 0.0343 g kg−1ms−1 and an expected CO2 flux error of ∼3.43× 10−3 ppm m/s, or481

about 7.3 times the median dry-air LI7200 flux of 4.7× 10−4 ppm m/s (Table 2). Water482

vapor cross talk bias illustrated in Figure 9 therefore represents about half of observed483

error in LI7200 CO2 flux measurements in moist air, which are biased by a factor of 14.484
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Figure 10 is an expanded view of CO2 measurements for the period when the dryer was485

removed from the lab-mounted LI7200. In moist air, the “dry” mole fraction output of486

the lab LI7200 closely tracks the same output from the mast LI7200. In the published487

algorithm, LI-COR employs a function488

ψ(mw) = 1 + (aw − 1)mw (12)489

to obtain the corrected equivalent pressure of CO2, where mw is the mole fraction of490

water vapor and aw is a constant specified as 1.15 for the LI7200 (see LI-COR LI-7200491

Manual, equation 3-16, Publication No. 984-10564 and LI-COR Application Note 116).492

Recomputing the concentration from raw absorbances, using published equations and an493

adjustment of aw =1.7, largely removes the offset observed in moist air (Figure 10, black494

trace). Similar results were obtained by doubling the LI7200 cross sensitivity factor, Xi,495

in equation 3-17 of the LI7200 manual. Bias in the computed dry mole fraction and496

excessive signal variance in moist air appears consistent across all three IRGA analyzers,497

but these tests are insufficient to identify the specific source of the error in the LI-COR498

algorithm.499

The correlation (or anti-correlation) between CO2 and H2O flux for the mast-mounted500

IRGA sensors in Figure 3 indicates considerable residual water vapor crosstalk in the501

“corrected” LI-COR CO2 measurements. There may be a frequency dependency to the502

cross-correlation coefficient, µ, if, for example, the cross sensitivity term in the LI-COR503

algorithm has a frequency dependence or if hygroscopic behavior of optical surface con-504

taminants is involved. Thus, µ0 obtained from lab tests at constant humidity will not505

represent the true flux error. In this case, the error cross-correlation coefficient may be506
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defined as507

µ =

∫

µ(ω)Cwq(ω)
∫

Cwq(ω)
(13)508

where Cwq(ω) is the w′q′ cospectrum and µ(ω) is given by Edson et al. [2011, equation509

22] as510

µ(ω) =

(

1− Cqc(ω)

Cqcm(ω)

)

Cqcm(ω)

Sqq(ω)
≈ Γ

Cqcm(ω)

Sqq(ω)
(14)511

and Γ is a frequency-independent estimate for the term in parenthesis; the difference512

from unity is a measure of the true atmospheric q′c′ cross-correlation and Γ > 1 indicates513

anti-correlation.514

Related approaches have been published to correct water vapor crosstalk and both are515

applied to the LI7200 and LI7500 mast-measured fluxes in this study. The PKT method516

[Prytherch et al., 2010b] is an iterative correction applied to the raw time series to reduce517

the observed dependence of CO2 on relative humidity. The cross-correlation method [Ed-518

son et al., 2011] is a spectral approach which seeks to preserve cospectral shape in the cor-519

rected result though a determination of µ(ω) in (14). Application of the cross-correlation520

approach is complicated by the need to account for the real atmospheric component of521

q′c′ correlation. For SO-GasEx flux measurements, Edson et al. [2011] achieve best agree-522

ment with the PKT approach with Γ = 0.88. An analysis of water vapor correlation with523

a third, independent scalar measurement is one approach to obtain Γ, and Edson et al.524

[2011, Appendix A] illustrate the use of temperature and humidity fluctuations for this525

purpose. This approach was unsuccessful for DYNAMO, however, due to low sensible526

heat fluxes. In fact, temperature is not the best scalar for this purpose because w′T ′
527

approaches zero under near-neutral stability conditions prevalent at sea. An alternate528

scalar, such as dimethylsulfide, might prove more useful but was not available during529
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DYNAMO. Lacking an independent estimate for the true atmospheric cross-correlation,530

mast-measured fluxes were scaled to the dry-air LI7200 flux. Best agreement between531

the mast-measured and dry-air CO2 flux is obtained with Γ7200 = 0.93 and Γ7500 = 1.1532

(project average values), indicating a mean atmospheric q′c′ cross-correlation which is 7%533

and 11% of the observed q′c′ cross-correlation for these IRGA analyzers.534

Cross-correlation corrected fluxes are plotted on the lower panel of Figure 3. Summary535

results for the PKT and cross-correlation approaches (median flux ±1σ) are provided in536

Table 2. We find the PKT method yields some improvement in flux bias but leads to537

significantly increased variance in the final result. It is not possible to judge the accuracy538

of the cross-correlation correction since agreement with mean dry-air flux is the condition539

used to derive Γ, but the result is indicative of the improvement in both mean flux540

and variance that could result where an accurate and independent determination of Γ is541

available. Figure 11 shows project mean cospectra for the IRGA analyzers and spectral542

effects of the cross-correlation correction. The water vapor crosstalk effect is observed at543

all frequencies across the flux measurement bandpass. Some spectral distortion is apparent544

in the corrected cospectra but fluxes are very small.545

The source of IRGA water vapor crosstalk is often ascribed to hygroscopic contamination546

of optical surfaces. An analysis of the observed cross-correlation coefficient, µobs = q′c′m/σ
2
q547

(the first term in eq. A2, Edson et al. [2011]) provides a test of this hypothesis. If optical548

contamination is a major factor inducing cross-sensitivity, the magnitude of µobs should549

decrease significantly following a wash cycle on the LI7500 analyzer. In fact, we find550

no significant shift in µobs when lenses are cleaned with distilled water; either optical551
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contamination is not a source of q′c′ cross-correlation or the relevant contaminants are552

resistant to removal by rinsing.553

Figure 12 illustrates CRDS response to water vapor with the Nafion air dryer installed554

in the sample air stream. As expected, the uncorrected mole fraction remains constant555

following a large increase in water vapor. Sample dew point is held to <−10 ◦C under556

all conditions, and at that level water vapor effects are negligible. A small drift in mean557

concentration was caused by incomplete temperature and pressure equilibration of the558

CRDS cavity at the time of the test. Lacking a water measurement, we could not test the559

manufacturer’s computed CRDS water vapor correction in the field.560

6.3. Motion Related Effects for CO
2
Analyzers

Motion interference is an issue unique to ship and aircraft flux measurements. For561

IRGA analyzers, this effect was noted in the earliest field studies but the exact cause562

remains uncertain. It may be due to modulation of the chopper wheel rotation [McGillis563

et al., 2001a] or flexing of the source filament [Miller et al., 2010]. “Zero calibrations”564

with closed-path analyzers [McGillis et al., 2001a, b] and shrouded “null” open-path565

sensors [Lauvset et al., 2011; Edson et al., 2011] have both been used as experimental566

approaches to quantify the ship-motion component of the measured flux, but computed567

corrections in data processing algorithms are more generally useful. Miller et al. [2010]568

employ a linear regression between observed CO2 and the platform angular rates and569

linear accelerations to remove the motion-induced signal. Edson et al. [2011] describe a570

mathematically equivalent decorrelation method. For DYNAMO, a motion decorrelation571

was applied to raw CO2 and H2O data prior to subsequent water vapor corrections and572
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flux computations. Cospectra in Figure 11 do not show significant motion influence,573

illustrating the effectiveness of the motion decorrelation approach.574

Motion interference with the CRDS analyzer is apparent in cavity pressure spectra575

(Figure 13) and CO2 cospectra (Figure 14), implying motion sensitivity in the pressure576

control system. Standard CRDS pressure control uses a single DC solenoid valve. In an577

attempt to reduce motion sensitivity, the manufacturer subsequently modified the analyzer578

used in this study by installing two horizontally opposed valves. In theory, motion in one579

valve is offset by countervailing motion in the opposed valve. While the modification yields580

some improvement, TORERO results indicate it is only partially successful. The close581

correspondence between ship motion variance and cavity pressure variance is illustrated582

in Figure 15. In lab experiments, we find CO2 sensitivity to changes in cavity pressure583

is about 0.112 ppm torr−1. However, excess σCO2
due to motion (the integrated area of584

the motion peak in the CO2 spectrum) is about 2.5 times greater than expected given585

the observed σp and pressure sensitivity, so additional factors are likely involved. As with586

the IRGA analyzers, if motion response is roughly linear it may be possible to reduce587

or eliminate it with a regression or decorrelation approach. We plan to include a 3-axis588

accelerometer measurement at the location of the CRDS analyzer in future deployments589

to test this approach.590

For TORERO, motion interference in the CRDS CO2 measurement was most significant591

during the outbound transit, when wind speeds were higher and the ship was making592

maximum headway into the wind and swell. Cospectra from the low-flux, high-motion593

transit leg and high-flux, low-motion equatorial portion of the cruise are shown in Figure594

14. Motion interference is evident at 0.1Hz to 0.3Hz in the high-motion cospectrum. Flux595
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is computed as the integral of the cospectrum and for flux measurements where motion596

interference was significant (707 of 2677 samples), a corrected flux estimate was obtained597

by fitting a baseline under the cospectral motion peak and eliminating it from the integral598

computation. The mean motion correction for these flux measurements was 28%.599

One further source of error related to ship motion should be considered. We compute600

flux as the covariance of vertical wind and scalar measurements, Fc = w′c′. Error in the601

wind motion correction leads to error in w′, and vertical motion of the analyzer or gas602

inlet through the CO2 concentration gradient above the surface adds error to c′. If wind603

correction error is some fraction, fm, of the computed motion, and motions are crudely604

sinusoidal, fractional error from these sources is shown to be [Blomquist et al., 2010]605

∆Fc

Fc

=
fm
κu∗z

2σ2
wm

ω
sin(ωt) cos(ωt) (15)606

where σ2
wm

is the variance of vertical motion of the sensor, κ = 0.4 is the Von Karman607

constant, z is mean measurement height and ω = 2πf is angular velocity of the motion.608

Because the average of the product of sine and cosine is zero, we conclude motion and609

concentration terms are in quadrature and therefore do not contribute to flux. A peak at610

motion frequencies is, in fact, generally present in the quadrature spectrum, supporting611

this conclusion. However, assumptions of simple fractional dependence and sinusoidal612

motion are not exactly correct. For extreme high wind and motion conditions (fm = 0.1613

s−1, u = 20 ms−1, u∗ = 0.8 m s−1, ω = 0.6 rad s−1, z = 18 m, and σ2
wm

= 6 m2 s−2) the614

relationship reduces to the following [Blomquist et al., 2010].615

∆Fc

Fc
= 0.18

(

2 sin(ωt) cos(ωt)
)

(16)616
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Thus, for the unlikely case that motion and concentration are in phase rather than in617

quadrature (i.e. 2 sin(ωt) cos(ωt) = 1) and motion conditions are extreme, the worst case618

error is ≤18%. This effect will contribute a slightly increased scatter to flux measurements619

in heavy seas.620

6.4. Spectral Attenuation

All EC flux measurements are bandwidth limited and may therefore underestimate621

the true surface flux [see review by Massman and Clement , 2004]. Resolution of the622

smallest eddies, at the highest frequencies, is primarily limited by sensor separation and623

sampling frequency, with additional low-pass filtering effects from tubing in closed-path624

systems. Finite flux averaging periods and mean removal or detrending methods serve to625

high-pass filter the lowest frequencies. Over the ocean at moderate wind speeds, under626

near-stationary and sufficiently turbulent conditions, a thirty minute averaging period is627

usually sufficient to limit the loss of low-frequency flux signal. High frequency losses in628

closed-path systems are a more significant problem. Two general approaches have been629

used to deal with spectral attenuation corrections: transfer functions [e.g. Moore, 1986;630

Horst , 1997;Massman, 2000] and spectral similarity methods [Hicks and McMillen, 1988].631

Flux is often computed as the integral of the observed cospectrum, which can be rep-632

resented as the integral of the “true” cospectrum times a transfer function, H(f) [e.g. as633

in Bariteau et al., 2010]:.634

Fxm =

∫ fn

0

Cwxm(f)df =

∫ fn

0

Cwx(f) [H(f)]1/2df (17)635

where the subscript m refers to the measured quantity and fn is the Nyquist frequency.636

For a closed-path CO2 analyzer subject to tube flow spectral attenuation [Lenschow and637
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Raupach, 1991], H(f) may be represented by a simple first-order low-pass filter process638

characterized by a time constant, τc:639

H(f) =
[

1 + (2πfτc)
2
]

−1
(18)640

Note that in (17), we use the square root of H(f) because only the CO2 signal is attenu-641

ated; w bandwidth is not considered a limiting factor. A model of the “true” cospectrum642

is required in (17). The normalized flat terrain, neutral-stability scalar cospectrum of643

Kaimal et al. [1972] is often used644

fCwx(f)

Fx
=

11n

(1 + 13.3n)1.75
n ≤ 1.0 (19a)645

fCwx(f)

Fx

=
4.4n

(1 + 3.8n)2.4
n ≥ 1.0 (19b)646

647

where the surface normalized frequency n = fz/ur.648

Given an estimate for τc, (18) and (19) may be used to derive an estimate of flux loss649

from high frequency spectral attenuation:650

Rattn(z, ur) =

∫ fn
0
Cwx(f) [H(f)]1/2df
∫ fn
0
Cwx(f)df

(20)651

A variety of methods can be used to obtain τc: 1) empirical experiments to characterize652

the transfer function of the inlet and analyzer system [e.g. as in Blomquist et al., 2010];653

2) by invoking spectral similarity, the ratio of the attenuated cospectrum and a reference654

non-attenuated cospectrum (usually CwT ) can be used to estimate the cutoff frequency,655

fc – the point where the cospectral ratio drops by 1/
√
2 from the unattenuated value –656

and then τc = 1/2πfc; or 3) a step impulse in CO2 concentration can be introduced at the657

sample inlet tip. The resulting analyzer response can be fit to a low-pass step response658
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function [as in Peters et al., 2001]659

s(t) = 1 t < tlag (21a)660

s(t) = ± exp

(

tlag − t

τc

)

t ≥ tlag (21b)661

662

where tlag is the flow rate-dependent time delay of the inlet and the sign determines663

whether the step is positive or negative.664

The alternate approach to attenuation corrections via spectral similarity is useful when665

a simultaneous high-bandwidth scalar measurement is available for comparison. Sensible666

heat flux or w′T ′, as measured by the sonic anemometer, is often used for this purpose.667

Water vapor flux from an open path sensor (e.g. LI7500) is also suitable, and may be668

preferable when w′T ′ is near zero. The correction factor is computed by scaling the669

normalized attenuated scalar cospectrum to the normalized reference w′T ′ cospectrum.670

Frequently, a subrange of unattenuated frequencies within the cospectrum is chosen as671

the basis for the scaling. Computation of the Ogives has also been employed as an672

expedient for similarity scaling in several recent reports of flux measurements with closed-673

path sensors [Spirig et al., 2005; Ammann et al., 2006; Miller et al., 2010]. In addition674

to providing a basis for spectral attenuation corrections, the Ogive indicates if averaging675

time is sufficient to capture low frequency flux signal.676

The Ogive is defined as the cumulative sum (integral) of the cospectrum [Oncley , 1989]677

from f = 0 to fn and may be computed from a cospectrum averaged into n frequency678

bins on a log scale:679

Ogwx(fm) =

m
∑

i=0

Cowx(fm)∆fm (22a)680

m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n (22b)681
682
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Normalized to total flux, and plotted together versus log frequency, the Ogive for the683

attenuated signal lies above the reference Ogive curve. The mean ratio of normalized684

Ogives,685

Rattn(f) =
OgwT (f) /w′T ′

Ogwco2(f) /w
′co′2

(23)686

over a range of frequencies where both measurements are assumed to be similar and687

unattenuated (typically 0.01Hz to 0.1Hz) is an estimate for the flux attenuation factor688

[see Spirig et al., 2005; Ammann et al., 2006].689

For the LI7200 and CRDS closed-path analyzers in this study, a “puff” system was used690

to synchronize wind and CO2 measurements, providing a convenient way to determine τc.691

A burst of nitrogen or compressed air from a solenoid valve, driven by a square-wave692

trigger with a period of 3 s to 5 s, is injected near the sample inlet tip at the beginning693

of each hour. The corresponding pulse in CO2 response was matched to the recorded694

trigger pulse to determine inlet delay time. A low-pass response function (21) was fit695

to the rising (valve closure) edge of hourly pulses to determine τc. In this the case the696

second step response, when the valve closes, is judged a better representation of an ideal697

step impulse than the valve opening, which tends to overshoot due to the initial pressure698

surge. For TORERO, the mean time constant determined over 705 hours of measurements699

was τc = 0.126 ± 0.008 s (fc = 1.26Hz). Values were consistent over the entire project.700

Attenuation corrections computed from (20) and shown in Figure 16 represent a 5% to701

6% correction when ur = 12ms−1 to 14m s−1 and ∼1% when ur = 3ms−1 to 5m s−1. For702

DYNAMO, analysis of “puff” system response for the LI7200 lab analyzer yields tlag =703

6.2±0.2 s and τc =0.38±0.06 s yielding a mean attenuation correction of ∼7%.704
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Generally low sensible heat flux during TORERO limited the application of spectral705

similarity methods. As shown in Figure 4, w′T ′ observations were scattered about zero706

and generally smaller than ±0.01 ◦Cms−1. This is typical for the tropics, where sensible707

heat flux is much smaller than latent heat flux. Water vapor flux measurements were not708

available for TORERO. Figure 17 shows the ratio of normalized cospectra and Ogives709

for a period when both w′T ′ and w′CO2
′ yield reasonable cospectra. The Ogives cleanly710

approach the asymptote at both ends, indicating the measurement successfully captured711

turbulence frequencies contributing to the flux. The normalized Ogive curves are identical712

within the precision of the data, however, and it is difficult to determine an attenuation713

factor by scaling the two curves. From the cospectral ratio plot in Figure 17, it appears fc714

should be near 1Hz, but excessive noise again prevents a precise confirmation of τc by this715

method. Time constants from “puff” pulses over the same period yield an attenuation716

correction of ∼2.5%. It is reasonable to expect some degree of spectral attenuation with717

the inlet tubing and dryer. For DYNAMO and TORERO, τc determined hourly from718

the step impulse response (as in Figure 16) is judged a more reliable measure of the719

attenuation correction.720

Spectral attenuation is wind speed dependent, but even when u >15m s−1 flux bias is721

less than 20% so long as the inlet flow is fully turbulent. If the attenuation correction is722

precise to about the same degree, residual bias in the flux estimate will be less than 5%.723

We note that gases which adsorb or condense on tubing surfaces, such as water vapor,724

are the exception. Frequency attenuation can be much worse and variable, especially as725

tubing surfaces become coated with grime and hygroscopic contaminants [see Leuning and726

Judd , 1996; Peters et al., 2001], which happens rapidly at sea. For this reason, open-path727
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sensors are preferred for water vapor flux. EC measurements of soluble or reactive trace728

gases using long sample lines may also be problematic.729

6.5. Wind-Motion Crosstalk

Correcting measured wind velocities for ship motion typically requires a strapped-down730

motion sensor at the location of the anemometer, providing angular rotation rate (or tilt731

angle) and acceleration on three orthogonal axes. The motion correction is computed by:732

1) adjusting wind vectors and accelerations for angular tilt with respect to the gravity vec-733

tor; 2) integrating acceleration on all axes to yield platform velocities in earth-referenced734

coordinates and then; 3) subtracting platform velocities from observed, rotated winds [Fu-735

jitani , 1985; Edson et al., 1998; Takahashi et al., 2005]. A modified correction algorithm736

has been developed for the situation where axes of the anemometer and motion sensors737

are not well aligned [Miller et al., 2008]. In principle, this correction should be exact.738

In practice, calibration bias in the wind and motion measurements and imperfections in739

digital filtering and numerical integrations lead to errors in the motion-corrected winds.740

A sample w spectrum from TORERO in Figure 18 illustrates the large component of741

motion variance in observed vertical wind speeds. In this case, application of the Edson742

et al. [1998] correction scheme removes 96% of the motion variance peak, leaving a small743

residual at 0.2Hz (Figure 18 red trace, note the logarithmic scale). Much of this residual744

can be removed with a decorrelation or linear regression procedure along the lines of745

Edson et al. [2011] or Miller et al. [2010]. It should be noted, however, that some portion746

of the peak in w variance at 0.1Hz to 0.2Hz may be due to the real effects of swell on747

the overlying air column. The correlation between vertical ship motion and swell is often748

poor, but to the extent that swell and motion correlate, the decorrelation will also remove749
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a portion of the real response. This bias is greatest for measurements near the surface750

and may be a minor concern for wind measurements at 20m.751

Adopting the decorrelation approach for this example, we assume the observed vertical752

wind velocity is a combination of the true velocity and motion error components which753

are proportional to platform acceleration and velocity on the z-axis754

w′

obs = w′

true + µaza
′

z + µvzv
′

z (24)755

where a is acceleration, v is velocity, the prime represents deviation from the mean, and756

µ are the proportionality coefficients quantifying each motion-crosstalk component. µ757

coefficients are defined as covariance of observed vertical wind and z-axis vertical motion758

divided by the variance in vertical motion. For example, the correlation coefficient between759

w and z-axis velocity is:760

µvz ≡
w′v′z
σ2
vz

(25)761

An equivalent spectral representation of (24) and (25) is given in Edson et al. [2011].762

Decorrelation of motion-corrected w′(t) with respect to a′z(t) and v
′

z(t) via (24) provides763

an improved estimate for w′(t) (Figure 18, green trace), yielding a significant reduction in764

flux-motion crosstalk. Residual motion interference in the Figure 14 high-motion cospec-765

trum is likely the result of a correlation between w′ and motion-induced error in co2
′.766

6.6. Flow Distortion

Wind speed is the most significant factor driving air-sea fluxes, therefore precise mea-767

surements of 10-meter mean wind speed are important. Unfortunately, flow distortion768

produces a bias in mean wind speeds observed from ships. The effects of flow distortion769

on wind and flux measurements for individual ships has been the focus of several stud-770
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ies employing experimental and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approaches [Brut771

et al., 2002, 2005; Dupuis et al., 2003; Moat et al., 2006a, b; Pedreros et al., 2003; Popinet772

et al., 2004; Weill et al., 2003; Yelland et al., 1998, 2002]. For example, on AGOR-23 class773

research vessels like the R/V Roger Revelle, wind speed bias is approximately −3% and774

vertical displacement is about 0.7m at the flux sensor position on the forward jackstaff775

for bow-on wind [see Yelland et al., 2002, results for R/V Ron Brown]. This degree of776

error should be considered a “best case” scenario. Flow distortion is a function of relative777

wind direction and generally becomes more severe for side-on flow. A correction should778

therefore be applied to observed mean wind speeds when CFD results are available for a779

particular ship.780

Flow distortion is also a potential source of bias in flux measurements, and minimizing781

its influence requires precise orientation of the measurement coordinate system [Finnigan,782

2004, and references therein]. For our purposes, the horizontal plane of the wind sensor783

coordinates should be parallel to mean streamline flow over the ocean surface. Tilt in the784

anemometer mount and flow distortion over nearby obstacles are common problems, and785

flow over obstacles produces both streamline distortion and turbulent eddies. The effects786

of streamline distortion extend over a greater distance than turbulent eddies generated787

in the wake of an obstacle. While streamline distortion is correctable, it is not possible788

to correct for the effects of turbulence generated by obstructions, and sensors should be789

located far enough from an obstacle to avoid this condition.790

In general, flow distortion error is greatest for momentum flux measurements due to791

the dependence on horizontal wind speed [e.g. Pedreros et al., 2003]; observed u∗ typically792

shows a trend with respect to relative wind direction, indicative of this error. The effect793
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on scalar fluxes, while generally smaller, may still be significant. Double-rotation (DR) or794

planar-fit (PF) methods are routinely used to correct coordinate tilt prior to computing795

flux [Wilczak et al., 2001; Finnigan, 2004]. On a ship, the motion correction process796

removes bias in the wind data from tilt in the anemometer mount, bringing coordinates797

into alignment with the gravity vector. Flow distortion over the ship superstructure798

remains, however. A DR tilt correction has been applied to data in this study to bring799

the wind measurements into the streamlines. Valid flux measurements are further limited800

to minimally distorted wind sectors, usually ± 60◦ to 90◦ from the bow.801

There are, however, potential problems applying DR tilt corrections in circumstances of802

substantial obstacle-induced flow distortion, where tilt angle displays a strong dependence803

on wind direction; it may not be appropriate to force w = 0 over the entire flux mea-804

surement interval, and procedures to circumvent this limitation have been investigated805

[e.g. Klipp, 2004]. Griessbaum and Schmidt [2009] recently examined the effects of severe806

flow distortion on momentum, buoyancy and scalar fluxes, proposing an improved flow807

distortion correction based on detailed large-eddy simulaton (LES) modeling. In their808

approach, LES modeling of the measurement site, including all significant local obstruc-809

tions, is used to derive a set of correction factors, (fu, fv, fw)j, computed over a range810

of j relative wind directions in 5◦ increments. These correction factors are applied in a811

time-dependent manner to the raw 10Hz wind data. This method allows “an estimate812

of the undisturbed mean geometry of the mean wind field as it was before approaching813

any nearby obstructions”, and they demonstrate a 5% to 15% difference in CO2 flux814

between standard tilt corrections and their time-dependent distortion correction scheme.815

They employ a DR or PF tilt correction as a second step, removing bias related to tilt816
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in the anemometer mount, but this may not be necessary for ship measurements with817

motion-corrected raw winds.818

The Griessbaum and Schmidt [2009] approach has not yet been applied to ship measure-819

ments. Significant effort will need to be invested in CAD modeling and LES simulations.820

While computationally intensive, LES-derived wind direction dependent correction fac-821

tors may be advantageous in situations of moderate-to-severe distortion – on icebreakers,822

for example, or where the measurement location is otherwise disturbed by unavoidable823

nearby obstacles. Once computed, LES correction factors may be applied to reprocess824

existing datasets.825

6.7. Stationarity, Homogeneity and Entrainment

While not an instrumental issue, evaluation of meteorological stationarity is an essential826

aspect of flux measurements. The use of theoretical cospectral models, such as Kaimal827

et al. [1972], and invocations of spectral similarity are only valid for steady-state con-828

ditions. In general, covariance flux at height z is only equated to the true surface flux829

under stationary, homogeneous conditions when there is no significant difference between830

entrainment flux at the marine boundary layer inversion and surface flux [Businger , 1986].831

This is especially important in circumstances where fluxes are small and the magnitude of832

surface flux derived scalar variance is a minute fraction of the mean background concen-833

tration. Miller et al. [2010] report a large fraction of air-sea CO2 flux measurements were834

discarded on the basis of stationarity criteria and Blomquist et al. [2012] show a similar835

sensitivity to stationarity issues in the measurement of air-sea carbon monoxide flux.836

The evaluation of steady-state conditions tends to rely on somewhat subjective criteria.837

One widely used test for stationarity over the averaging interval is based on the fractional838
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difference in covariance flux over 5- and 30-minute timescales [Gurjanov et al., 1986; Foken839

and Wichura, 1996; Lee et al., 2004]. It is suggested that conditions are stationary when840

the following ratio is less than 0.3841

RNcov =

∣

∣

∣

∣

(w′x′)5 − (w′x′)30

(w′x′)30

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ 0.3 (26)842

where the numerator in (26) is the difference between the 30-minute covariance and the843

mean covariance from 5-minute sub-intervals of the same 30-minute data segment. In844

essence, this test specifies the flux fraction contributed by frequencies from ∼0.001Hz845

to 0.007Hz should be less than 30% of the 30-minute covariance flux value. The actual846

proportion of the flux signal expected at these frequencies is of course dependent on847

conditions. To be consistent, wind speed, measurement height and stability could be848

considered when specifying the length of the sub-interval. In practice, the test in the form849

given above is routinely used as a rough filter for non-steady-state conditions.850

Among TORERO 30-minute flux results passing relative wind and heading criteria851

(N = 2352) we find 165 observations exceed the 30% limit in (26). However, a few852

obvious outliers manage to pass the test – measurements where a single 30-minute value853

exceeds adjacent values by more than a factor of four – and many values near the flux854

detection limit are discarded which are not otherwise obviously bad. Figure 19 shows855

the time series of measurements over a 3-day period when CO2 flux was essentially zero.856

Points in red fail the equation (26) test, presumably due to random low-frequency noise857

in measurements at or below the detection limit. Normally, it is desirable to retain these858

measurements.859

Limiting the time-rate-of-change in the scalar variable (∂CO2/∂t) is another test often860

used to screen for non-steady-state conditions. For DYNAMO and TORERO, the lin-861
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ear trend is removed from each flux data segment and the slope retained as a measure862

of ∂CO2/∂t. We have extended this test by including consideration of horizontal flux863

components, u′co′2 and v′co′2. Figure 20 shows the distribution of horizontal flux with864

respect to ∂CO2/∂t on TORERO for 2352 30-minute measurements passing relative wind865

direction criteria. Limits on u′co′2 and v′co′2 of ±0.025 ppm m s−1 and on ∂CO2/∂t of866

±0.5 ppm hr−1 were chosen to exclude measurements with a significant departure from867

the mean (shown as a bounding box in Figure 20) . Admittedly, these limits are also868

subjective. Applying this test, 72 of 2352 measurements are rejected, including almost869

all obvious outliers. Most results near the detection limit are retained. Flux measure-870

ments discarded by these criteria are illustrated in Figure 21 for a period of significant871

flux variability near the end of the TORERO cruise. For DYNAMO, similar limits were872

applied, removing 5% of 10-minute dry-air flux measurements from the lab LI7200 which873

pass other basic criteria.874

It should be noted subjective limits on the magnitude of horizontal flux in this report875

are about ten times greater than the range in vertical flux values from Figure 4, and the876

limit of ∂CO2/∂t < 0.5 ppm hr−1 is a very small gradient; at u =8ms−1 it represents877

an along-wind spatial gradient of about 1 ppm or 0.25% of the mean background CO2878

concentration per 60 km. This implies weak spatial gradients in CO2 can drive a signal879

variance from horizontal turbulent flux many times larger than the CO2 variance from880

surface flux. A similar situation has been reported for CO flux measurements at sea881

[Blomquist et al., 2012]. Therefore, care should be exercised in choosing the location882

for field studies; areas affected by even moderate to low levels of continental pollution,883
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for example, will provide fewer instances of suitable steady-state conditions, and a large884

fraction of measurements will be discarded.885

Entrainment is an additional source of bias if a significant flux gradient develops be-886

tween the ocean surface and marine boundary layer inversion. For CO2, this may be-887

come a problem when pollution above the boundary layer subsides and is entrained. The888

situation is difficult to assess from surface measurements alone. Presumably, pollution889

entrainment leads to increased CO2 variability, and appropriate stationarity criteria, as890

discussed above, also serve to limit flux bias from entrainment.891

7. Discussion and Recommendations

7.1. Measurement System

[PROVISIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS PENDING FURTHER DISCUSSION]892

This study provides further confirmation that water vapor interference is the most sig-893

nificant factor limiting precision and accuracy for ship-based CO2 flux studies. These894

results are not definitive with respect to the cause of excessive water vapor crosstalk in895

the IRGA analyzers, but the interference is apparent in both LI7500 and LI7200 models.896

Computed CO2 band broadening and dilution corrections in the LI-COR algorithm ap-897

pear to be insufficiently precise for measurements of air-sea gas transfer and we cannot898

recommend CO2 flux measurements in moist air with the IRGA instruments. We were899

not able to test real-time water vapor corrections for the CRDS analyzer due to the lack900

of a H2O channel in our instrument. However, it is clear the dryer does not significantly901

compromise frequency response and there is much to be gained from removing the water902

vapor crosstalk and WPL correction issues altogether, whichever analyzer is used.903
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There may be conditions where space and power requirements of a closed-path analyzer,904

sample pump and dryer will present difficulties – on buoys, near-shore towers or for long-905

term unattended operation, for example. In this case there appears to be little recourse906

to the open-path analyzer, or if power is sufficient, the LI7200, but complex corrections907

will be required [e.g. Prytherch et al., 2010b], measurement precision will be poor and a908

significant fraction of the observations may be discarded.909

At high flow rates, long sample lines do not significantly degrade flux measurements910

with closed-path analyzers. If pressure drop at the analyzer is a concern, empirical tests911

can determine the optimal trade-off between frequency attenuation and analyzer perfor-912

mance. Cavity-enhanced analyzers normally operate at low pressure and seem to tolerate913

considerable pressure drop in the sample line. There are a variety of approaches to deter-914

mine frequency attenuation and lag time; hourly gas pulses at the sample inlet have proven915

most useful in our work, albeit at the expense of greater measurement system complexity.916

However, it seems worthwhile to verify attenuation corrections with spectral similarity917

methods when possible. In this respect, it is an advantage to deploy the OP-IRGA for918

latent heat flux measurements because sensible heat flux is often quite small.919

[OTHER MEASUREMENT SYSTEM RECOMMENDATIONS...]920

7.2. Data Processing

Dry-air measurement with a closed-path analyzer obviates WPL, dilution and water921

vapor cross-talk corrections, which are the most significant source of poor flux precision922

and bias. The use of a dryer, therefore, greatly simplifies data processing. [FOR CASES923

WHERE H2O CROSSTALK CORRECTIONS ARE REQUIRED, WHAT SHALL WE924

RECOMMEND?]925
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The issue of motion interference remains a concern for all analyzers studied to-date.926

While adjustments to cospectral shape can be used to correct motion artifacts, appli-927

cation of motion decorrelation or regression methods to the raw CO2 time series is a928

fundamentally superior approach. These corrections have been demonstrated for IRGA929

analyzers [Miller et al., 2010; Edson et al., 2011] and may also be applicable to the CRDS.930

In the future, analyzer design modifications may reduce or eliminate this problem. We931

did not test an OA-ICOS cavity-enhanced analyzer for this work. However, CO flux932

measurements at sea have been reported for this instrument, without significant motion933

sensitivity issues [Blomquist et al., 2012].934

In most cases, the issue of flow distortion is a minor factor in flux error but may935

become more important on larger ships or more restrictive installation environments. The936

inclusion of flux measurements on icebreakers for polar gas exchange studies is an obvious937

example. The application of CFD and LES modeling to flow distortion corrections should938

be considered for these cases.939

[WHAT SHALL WE CONCLUDE REGARDING STEADY-STATE CRITERIA? IS940

THERE A THEORETICALLY SOUND, OBJECTIVE, QUANTITATIVE APPROACH941

TO RECOMMEND OR IS IT SUFFICIENT TO EMPLOY SOMEWHAT SUBJECTIVE942

CRITERIA SO LONG AS THE REASONING IS CLEARLY PRESENTED?]943

8. Summary Conclusions

[SUMMARY PARAGRAPHS: ISSUES, RESULTS, RECOMMENDATIONS, PEND-944

ING COAUTHOR COMMENTS.]945

Acknowledgments. (Text here)946
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Table 1. Recent ship-based eddy covariance CO2 flux studies a

Project Location Season CO2 Methodsb References
GasEx-98 N Atlantic May–June 1998 CP-IRGA McGillis et al. [2001a, b]
GasEx-01 Eq. Pacific Feb 2001 CP-IRGA McGillis et al. [2004]
Arkona Sparc SW Baltic May 2003–Sept 2004 OP-IRGA Weiss et al. [2007]
MR05-03 Eq. Indian Aug 2005 OP-IRGA Kondo and Tsukamoto [2007]
G.O. Sars Greenland Sea Jul–Aug 2006 OP-IRGAd Lauvset et al. [2011]
Polarfront N Atlantic Sept 2006–Dec 2009 OP-IRGA Prytherch et al. [2010a]
Knorr07 N Atlantic May–July 2007 CP-IRGAe Miller et al. [2009, 2010]
SO GasEx Southern Ocn Mar–Apr 2008 OP-IRGA Edson et al. [2011]
DYNAMO Eq. Indian Aug 2011–Jan 2012 OP/CP-IRGA this report
TORERO Eq. Pacific Jan–Feb 2012 CP-CRDS this report
a Published as of October 2012

b CP-IRGA = closed path infrared gas analyzer (LI-COR LI6262/7000/7200); OP-IRGA =

open path infrared gas analyzer (LI7500); CP-CRDS = closed path cavity ring-down infrared

spectrometer (Picarro G1301)
c Moored spar buoy rather than ship.

d shrouded LI7500

e LI7500 converted to closed-path configuration
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Table 2. DYNAMO: project median hourly Fco2 (±1σ) for Leg 3. Flux computed as indicated

in Section 3, despiked to remove extreme outliers. Results are shown for the base case (WPL

and dilution corrections applied, where necessary) and for two additional water vapor cross-talk

correction schemes.
Median Fco2 ± 1σ (ppm m s−1)

Base Case PKT a Cross-correlation b

LI7200 lab 0.00047±0.00049 c – –
LI7200 mast 0.00663±0.00396 d 0.00061±0.01423 0.00122±0.00155
LI7500 mast -0.00678±0.00314 e -0.00254±0.00467 -0.00081±0.00222

a Prytherch et al. [2010b]

b Edson et al. [2011]

c Dry-air data – WPL and dilution correction not required.

d Computed from “dry” mole fraction output – should not require WPL or dilution corrections.

e WPL and dilution corrected.
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Figure 1. TORERO (Pacific Ocean) and DYNAMO (Indian Ocean) cruise tracks. ∆pCO2

is plotted as the climatological mean for Nov–Dec (DYNAMO) and Jan–Feb (TORERO), data

from Takahashi et al. [2009]. The DYNAMO study area is a weak source region for CO2 with

∆pCO2 ∼ 30 ppm. The TORERO cruise track transitioned from a weak sink area at 10◦ to

20◦N into a very strong source region south of the equator in the East Pacific cold-tongue, where

∆pCO2 > 100 ppm.
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Figure 2. DYNAMO Leg 3: Time series of hourly mean wind speed, ∆pCO2 and atmospheric

dry CO2 mixing ratio from three IRGA analyzers. An offset of 2 ppm to 3 ppm is evident between

the dry-air lab LI7200 measurement and mast mounted analyzers. For the circled segment at the

end of the leg, the Nafion dryer was removed from the lab LI7200 for a direct comparison with

mast sensors. Without the dryer, the lab LI7200 “dry” molar mixing ratio output closely tracks

the mast “dry” mole fraction measurements.
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Figure 3. DYNAMO Leg 3: Time series of hourly CO2 flux from the three IRGA analyzers.

The dry-air lab LI7200 CO2 flux is plotted in green as a reference. In the upper panel, WPL

and dilution corrected CO2 flux from mast analyzers (purple and tan traces) roughly track water

vapor flux from the mast LI7500 (w′q′, blue trace) and are about a factor of 14 greater than the

lab LI7200 reference flux. Note, the mast LI7500 fluxes are negatively correlated to w′q′ while the

mast LI7200 flux correlation is positive. The lower panel illustrates application of an additional

water vapor cross-correlation correction [Edson et al., 2011] with Γ7500 = 1.1 and Γ7200 = 0.93

(see Section 6.2).
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Figure 4. TORERO: hourly mean wind speed, SST, CO2 flux and w′T ′. The transition to

the E. Pacific cold tongue on 11-Feb is evident in the SST and CO2 flux measurements. Prior

to 11-Feb, the transition from a weak CO2 sink region through a fairly strong, localized source

region and then to equilibrium conditions (27-Jan to 10-Feb) is apparent in the flux results. For

the period when flux is near zero (5- to 10-Feb) σFco2
= 2.4× 10−4 ppm m/s. w′T ′ was generally

less than 0.01 ◦Cms−1 throughout.
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Figure 5. TORERO: ∆pCO2 in the equatorial region of 95 ◦W and 110 ◦W. Red trace:

estimated from observed Fco2 and computed kco2 (COAREG 3.0). Blue trace: Jan-Feb mean for

cruises along 95 ◦W and 110 ◦W from the gridded SOCAT database [Sabine et al., 2012]. Error

bars are 1σ.
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Figure 6. Mean variance spectra for the CO2 analyzers. Lab tests at constant CO2 are shown

as dotted lines. Left panel: CRDS spectra showing a characteristic “pink” noise background

with a slope of ∼ −1/2. The TORERO spectrum shows some indication of a -5/3 turbulence

relationship at low frequencies, but is otherwise dominated by analyzer noise. Right panel: IRGA

spectra from DYNAMO, which also show a “pink” background noise characteristic. Application

of the cross-correlation correction for water vapor interference [Edson et al., 2011] is shown as

dashed lines. LI7200 spectra exhibit a broad hump of unknown origin peaking near 0.3Hz to

0.6Hz. A similar feature is noted in the raw LI7200 absorbance data for dry air DYNAMO

measurements and in the lab test (dotted green), so the effect is not related to water crosstalk

or motion.
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Figure 7. Flux detection limit criterion versus wind speed for each analyzer, expressed as

∆pCO2 ppm necessary for δF/F =1 (i.e. 100% error in observed Fco2 over 1 hr sampling time)

under slightly unstable, stationary conditions. These results assume effective removal of water

vapor cross talk bias in LI7500 and LI7200 analyzers (see Section 6.2).
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Figure 8. Flux detection limit criterion for the CRDS analyzer versus stability parameter

z/L, given as ∆pCO2 ppm for δF/F =1 (100% error in observed Fco2 for 1 hr sampling time)

under stationary conditions at low and moderate wind speeds. ∆pCO2 computed from Equation

(9). z/L and u∗ obtained from the COARE 3.0 bulk flux model for two wind speeds with all

input variables except air temperature held constant: T(air) = 8 ◦C to 16 ◦C, SST = 12 ◦C, RH

= 80%, and u= 3ms−1 or 8m s−1. Flux detection limit increases rapidly for stable conditions

(z/L > 0.5) and light winds.
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Figure 9. Laboratory test of CO2–H2O cross-sensitivity. Ten-second average data in dry air

from a compressed gas cylinder. At 16:00, dry air flow was diverted through a Nafion humidifier,

increasing dew point to ∼15 ◦C, or ∼11 g kg−1 specific humidity. The observed CRDS concen-

tration, uncorrected for either line broadening or dilution, decreases by more than 10ppm (red

trace). The LI7200 wet mole fraction output, corrected for band broadening in the analyzer but

not for dilution, decreases by 6.5 ppm (green trace). Application of the manufacturer’s recom-

mended corrections for the CRDS [Rella, 2010] results in a slight over correction of ∼ 0.1 ppm

(red dashed). The sum of dilution and band broadening corrections for the LI7200 yields a

1.1 ppm overcorrection compared to the dry-air value. (green dashed).
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Figure 10. DYNAMO: CO2 measurements for 6-Dec through 8-Dec. After 0400 UTC on 7-Dec,

the Nafion air dryer was removed from the lab LI7200. From that point on, the dry mole fraction

output of the lab LI7200 closely tracks dry mole fraction from the two mast-mounted IRGA

analyzers. Recomputing the lab LI7200 dry molar mixing ratio from raw absorbances (black

trace) with an adjusted water crosstalk constant (aw = 1.7 rather than 1.15) closely matches

the analyzer-computed result for the period with the dryer and does not show a bias following

removal of the dryer. Adjusting the cross-sensitivity factor, Xi, produces a similar effect.
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Figure 11. DYNAMO: Project mean cospectra for the IRGA analyzers. Application of

the cross-correlation correction for water vapor crosstalk as described in the text (dashed lines)

brings the mast IRGA cospectra closer to the dry-air LI7200 result. Spectral shape is distorted

but fluxes are also very small.
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Figure 12. Laboratory test of CRDS water vapor sensitivity with a 200-tube Nafion dryer.

Ten-second average data in dry air from a compressed gas cylinder. At 17:55 humidity is increased

to ∼11 g kg−1 and at 18:25 dry air flow resumes. Other than a slow drift of ∼0.3 ppm, no abrupt

shift in response is apparent for a very large change in input water vapor. Dew point at the dryer

output is <−10 ◦C throughout. In this case, concentration drift is due to incomplete temperature

and pressure equilibration of the CRDS cavity.
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Figure 13. Mean CRDS cavity pressure spectrum for the first 100 hours of the TORERO

cruise, when ship motion was greatest. Motion sensitivity of the pressure control system is

apparent in the peak at 0.2Hz.
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Figure 14. TORERO: CRDS cospectra for a 16-hour period early in the cruise with low

negative Fco2 and high ship motion (red trace) and a 7-hour period of high positive Fco2 and low

ship motion (blue trace). The motion effect is evident at 0.1Hz to 0.3Hz in the red trace. For

the few measurements most affected by motion, a corrected estimate of the flux was obtained by

fitting a baseline under the cospectral motion peak and removing it from the flux computation.
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Figure 15. TORERO: Standard deviation in CRDS cavity pressure (red trace) and fore-aft

platform velocity, Uplat (green trace).
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Figure 16. TORERO: Hourly frequency attenuation correction factors computed from the

step impulse response to hourly 3-second synchronization “puffs”. Observed flux is divided by

the attenuation correction factor to account for the low-pass filtering effects of the inlet tubing,

air dryer and analyzer cavity volume. The correction is less than 4% in almost all cases.
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Figure 17. TORERO: Normalized w′co′2 and w′T ′ cospectra, cospectral ratio (green trace)

and Ogives for 15-Feb, 1600–2300 UTC. This period is characterized by fairly large CO2 and

sensible heat fluxes with moderate winds (ur = 9.3m s−1, utrue = 6.2m s−1). Nevertheless, noise

prevents a clear determination of fc from the cospectral ratio – the point where the ratio drops

by 1/
√
2, shown by the dotted line. Normalized Ogives for this period are identical within the

precision of the data, confirming a small attenuation correction. Ogive curves approach the low

frequency asymptote smoothly, indicating 30 minute integrations have adequately captured low

frequency flux signal.
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Figure 18. TORERO: w spectra for 30-Jan-2012 0900 UTC – a period of significant ship

motion, illustrated by the large peak at ∼0.2Hz in the raw w spectrum (blue trace). Motion

correction per Edson et al. [1998] yields the red trace. Further correction through decorrela-

tion of w and platform vertical acceleration and velocity (green trace) removes residual motion

contamination.
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Figure 19. TORERO: CO2 flux measurements from 5-Feb to 8-Feb-2012 (T =30min), when

measurements were uniformly distributed about zero. The covariance ratio stationarity test [Fo-

ken and Wichura, 1996] eliminates red data points. These observations are retained by alternate

stationarity criteria illustrated in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. TORERO CO2 steady-state criteria: v′co′2 (blue) and u′co′2 (red) turbulent

fluxes versus ∂CO2/∂t for 30-minute data segments. Flux measurements corresponding to points

outside the black bounding box are excluded from the final hourly mean flux values. Note, limits

to the magnitude of horizontal turbulent flux reflected by the bounding box are quite large (10x)

compared to the range of vertical turbulent flux in Figures 4 or 21.
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Figure 21. TORERO: CO2 flux segment from late in the cruise illustrating instances where

measurements were discarded (blue dots) on the basis of stationarity criteria in Figure 20.
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